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Number 1 for Electric Car Breakdown Cover1
Keep your car moving from £7.00 a month*

Buy now
*New, single vehicle-based cover. £7.00 a month for Basic cover. 
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Breakdown Cover


Electric Car Breakdown Cover

Electric car breakdown cover gets you back up and running if you break down. With the RAC, there’s no need to pay extra – we cover electric, hybrid and plug-in hybrid cars, as well as petrol and diesel vehicles, and we even offer electric car insurance.
You can relax knowing we’re number one for electric car breakdown cover1, as we do more than anyone else to keep you on the road. So, if you’re thinking electric, think RAC.
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Expert mechanics
RAC patrols are trained to know your electric car inside out. So you’ll be in safe hands with our experts.


[image: RAC Exclusive - EV Battery Boost]
EV boost
Out of charge? Our award-winning EV Boost vans can give you a 10-mile boost to get you to the nearest charge point.
Find out more


[image: RAC Exclusive - EV Rapid Recovery]
Rapid recovery
Need a tow? Electric vehicles usually have to wait for a recovery truck. But our high-tech vans can lift all four wheels off the ground, saving you time and protecting your vehicle.
Find out more



Buy now





Basic
£7.00
/month


FREE car health check



5 callouts



Roadside Assistance






Extra
£11.50
/month


FREE car health check



5 callouts



Roadside Assistance



National Recovery






Complete
£16.50
/month


FREE car health check



Unlimited Callouts



Roadside Assistance



National Recovery



At Home



FREE MOT



Worth up to £55, at selected RAC garages











Prices above are for single vehicle-based cover.



Buy now
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Why choose our electric car breakdown cover?
When buying breakdown cover for your electric car, you want a provider you can rely on. Our RAC EV vans give you a 10-mile boost if you run out of battery. With highly trained patrols and state of the art equipment, you’re in safe hands with the RAC.
Innovative tech
With our patented all-wheels up recovery and EV boost technology, we’ve got the kit to get your electric car going again if you run out of charge.
EV trained
Our patrols have High Voltage Awareness training, and an expert knowledge of how to get your car moving again.
Electric expertise
From fixing your vehicle to electric car leasing, to helping you install a home charging point, we’re leaders in electric.





Need electric car breakdown cover abroad?
If you’re planning to drive your electric car in Europe, you should think about buying European breakdown cover. You’ll need to take this out separately from our UK breakdown cover.
With the RAC, you can choose between single-trip cover or an annual policy depending on how often you travel to Europe. You can also get EV breakdown cover in up to 48 different countries. So wherever you venture, you’ll be covered.
If you’re already an RAC member and looking to drive to Europe, you can add European Rescue to your existing policy. Visit our breakdown extras page for more details.




[image: An electric car plugged in charging]Get expert advice on electric cars
Ask our RAC Electric Experts for free

Find out more






Electric car home charge points
Make owning an electric car hassle-free by installing a charge point at home

Find out more


Personal breakdown cover
Personal breakdown cover is a type of breakdown cover that applies to a named person, rather than a specific vehicle. Get cover for up to 5 people today.

Let's go


European breakdown cover
Driving over to Europe? You’ll need European breakdown cover. Choose from single trip or annual trip.

Let's go


Business breakdown cover
Keep your business moving with tailored breakdown assistance for 1 to 100+ vehicles.

Let's go


Frequently Asked Questions
Expand all

Do I need specialist breakdown cover for an electric car?


RAC Breakdown Cover includes electric and hybrid vehicles, as well as petrol and diesel ones. You don't need a different kind of policy if you drive an electric car.
All our patrols are High Voltage Awareness trained, so they’re qualified to fix electric and hybrid vehicles.




How much does hybrid and electric breakdown cover cost?


Breakdown cover for hybrid and electric cars costs the same as for petrol and diesel vehicles. With the RAC, breakdown cover starts from just a few pounds a month. And you can choose a cover level that works for you.




What should I do if my electric vehicle breaks down?


First of all, make sure you’re safe. You should never try to push or move your electric car.
Then you should report your breakdown online – that’s the quickest way to get help. Alternatively, you can call us on 0333 2000 999. We’ll get you sorted as soon as possible.




What's the difference between electric and hybrid vehicles?


An electric vehicle (EV) is only powered by electric through a battery. A hybrid vehicle runs on a combination of electric power and petrol or diesel from the tank.




Are electric cars more reliable?


Electric cars are more reliable than petrol or diesel cars, as they have fewer moving parts. But they can still breakdown from time to time. For example, if they run out of charge or there’s an electrical issue.




What should I do if my electric vehicle runs out of charge?


The most important thing is to pull over, out of the way of oncoming traffic. We can give you an emergency charge to get you going again.
If you have RAC Breakdown Cover, report your breakdown like normal – online through the MyRAC app is the quickest way. But you can call us on 0333 2000 999 if you prefer.
If you don’t have RAC cover, call 0330 159 8743 – we can still help you.




Will you fix my electric car at roadside?


If you break down at the roadside, we’ll do everything we can to fix you there and then. For example, some of our patrol vans have a mobile electric charger to give you a 10-mile boost to the nearest charging point. If we can’t fix you, we’ll tow you to a garage for further repairs.




Can electric vehicles be towed?


Electric vehicles usually can’t be towed like normal cars, because drag on the wheels winds up the transmission. But the RAC can tow your EV safely thanks to our ‘all-wheels-up’ technology.




How long does the battery on an electric car last?


On average, electric vehicle batteries have warranties for 8–10 years. But research shows that some batteries can last for longer than this.
How long the battery lasts between charges, that depends on the range of the vehicle. Electric cars have different ranges depending on battery size. For example, the average range for a Renault Zoe is 190 miles and the average range for a Nissan Leaf is 150 miles.




Can you tow an electric car if it breaks down?


Towing an electric car can be difficult. When using a traditional hook and chain tow on an electric vehicle, it causes the two back wheels to turn.
Because there is no neutral gear, the two back wheels turning will create an excess of power. This will build up and cause damage to the battery.
The recommended method to tow an electric vehicle is with a flat bed tow, where all wheels are off the ground.
Most providers can’t tow your electric car if you break down – but we can. All our vans are fitted with the RAC’s patented ‘all wheels up’ rapid recovery system that means we can tow electric vehicles safely.




What happens if you run out of charge in an electric car?


Your electric vehicle should give you plenty of warning when it’s running low on charge. But if you can’t make it to a charging point in time, or there’s a problem with your charging point, then you may eventually run out of power. The car will switch to failsafe mode, so you have enough time to pull over to a safe space. Luckily, our EV boost vans can give you a 10-minute boost so you can get going again and reach the next charging point.




Can I charge my electric car in Europe?


You can charge your electric car in Europe at 479,000 charging stations (as of 2022)^. Different operators run different charging points and the prices may differ, but you can juice your vehicle using RFID cards, apps, key fobs, and in a growing number of locations, your bank card.
While there are multiple adaptors used in Europe, type 2 is the most common. Read our comprehensive guide to charging an electric car in Europe for detailed guidance on how to prepare for electric travel on the continent.
^Latest data from the European Alternative Fuel Observatory (EAFO) via Statzon.




How many EV charging stations are there in the EU?


In 2022, there were an estimated 479,000 electric vehicle charging stations in Europe^.
^Latest data from the European Alternative Fuel Observatory (EAFO) via Statzon.
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EV Advice & Guides


Electric Cars – The Complete Guide
Find out the benefits of switching to an electric car.

Find out more 




Electric Car Charging
Find out how to charge your EV.

Find out more 




Electric Car Insurance
Learn about how electric car insurance is calculated and how much money you can save.

Find out more 








About breakdown cover


Breakdown Cover Guide
Find all the information you need to have a better understanding of the different levels of cover that the RAC have on offer.

Find out more 




At Home cover
Many vehicle breakdowns happen at home – but with RAC At Home Cover you can get on with your day quickly again.

Find out more 




National Recovery
If your vehicle breaks down miles away from home, national recovery cover from the RAC could prove invaluable.

Find out more 




Vehicle Recovery
If your vehicle cannot be fixed at the side of the road, our vehicle recovery service will transport it to either a garage or back to your home address.

Find out more 




Onward Travel
If your vehicles in the garage after a breakdown, RAC’s Onward Travel helps you keep moving. We’ll pay for hire care for up to 3 days, overnight accommodations or alternative transport.

Find out more 




Vehicle breakdown cover
Vehicle breakdown cover is a type of cover that applies to a specific vehicle. If you have vehicle cover, your vehicle will be covered no matter who is driving it when it breaks down.

Find out more 




Personal breakdown cover
Personal breakdown cover can give you peace of mind in whatever vehicle you’re driving or travelling in as a passenger, as this guide from the RAC explains.

Find out more 




Multi-car breakdown cover
Multi-car breakdown cover enables you to get breakdown cover for several vehicles under one policy.

Find out more 




Family breakdown cover
Family breakdown cover provides vehicle cover for several members of your family within a joint policy.

Find out more 








Compare breakdown


Compare breakdown cover
Compare breakdown cover from the RAC and other providers to help you understand the differences in service, coverage, optional extras and reliability.

Find out more 




Compare RAC vs AA Breakdown Cover
This guide compares the RAC, one of the UK’s major breakdown cover companies, with AA, to see how it compares for level of cover, pricing and customer reviews.

Find out more 




Compare RAC vs Green Flag Breakdown Cover
This guide compares the RAC, one of the UK’s major breakdown cover companies, with Green Flag, to see how it compares for level of cover, pricing and customer reviews.

Find out more 




RAC vs Rescuemycar
The RAC and Rescuemycar are both UK car breakdown providers, but how do their levels of cover, prices and customer reviews compare?

Find out more 




RAC vs StartRescue
The RAC is one of the UK’s leading providers of breakdown cover and vehicle recovery, but how does it compare to StartRescue?

Find out more 




RAC vs Emergency Assist
This guide compares the RAC, one of the UK’s major breakdown cover companies, with Emergency Assist, to see how it compares for level of cover and pricing.

Find out more 




RAC vs Direct Line
How does the RAC compare with Direct Line, when it comes to providing breakdown cover services? This guide takes a look at prices, level of cover and customer reviews.

Find out more 




RAC vs Compare the Market
If you’re searching for the best breakdown cover deal, using a comparison service can really help - here are some useful tips to consider before you start your search.

Find out more 








Additional cover


Business Breakdown Cover
Keep your business moving with tailored breakdown assistance for 1 to 100+ vehicles.

Find out more 




Caravan breakdown cover
The Camping and Caravanning Club's breakdown and recovery scheme provided by RAC.

Find out more 




European breakdown cover
RAC European Breakdown Cover provides you with peace of mind and comprehensive single-trip or annual cover you can rely on during your holidays.

Find out more 




Motorbike breakdown cover
Punctures, battery problems, non-starts and cut-outs are all covered. We'll even come out if you run out of fuel.

Find out more 




Misfuelling
Put the wrong fuel in your car? Don't panic. Call us now for our Fuel Drain Service.

Find out more 




Electric car insurance
Find insurance cover for your electric or hybrid car at the right price with RAC.

Find out more 




Mobile mechanic
Book a service or repairs at your home or work.

Find out more 




Car servicing
RAC Approved Garages work to the highest standards and provide exceptional customer service.

Find out more 




Book an MOT
Our trusted garages explain everything clearly, so you can book with confidence.

Find out more 
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Sign up for our newsletter
Be the first to know about new RAC products and special offers:
Subscribe


Follow the RAC
	


	








03 numbers are charged at national call rates and included in inclusive minute plans
from landlines and mobiles. Calls may be monitored and/or recorded.





Free MOT terms and conditions:
	The promotion is for one free MOT (up to the statutory maximum fee of £54.85) and is available to new customers purchasing Complete cover.
	You must purchase RAC Breakdown Cover online direct by visiting www.rac.co.uk or by calling us on 0330 159 0382.
	Not available to members amending or renewing an existing policy or on purchases during a breakdown situation.
	Each MOT can only be redeemed per unique voucher code.
	This offer will be fulfilled on behalf of RAC by a third party (Who Can Fix My Car).
	You must keep your RAC Breakdown Cover for 12 months in order to be eligible for this offer. We reserve the right to recover the cost of the MOT if this condition is not complied with.
	Providing your payments are up to date and you haven’t cancelled your cover you'll receive an email within 15 working days after your policy starts containing your unique voucher code and details on how to book your free MOT.
	You will then have a further 12 months from the date of this email to book your MOT. After this date the offer will be deemed to have expired and cannot be reissued.
	You will need to provide a printed copy, or show the email containing the unique voucher codes and the RAC membership number to the garage on the day of the MOT.
	The free MOT can only be redeemed at RAC Approved Garages bookable via the WhoCanFixMyCar platform. To find your nearest RAC Approved Garage click here.
	Please note that not all RAC Approved Garages are able to offer MOT's for motorbikes.
	Offer may be withdrawn at any time.
	No cash or other alternatives available.



1Comparison to AA and Green Flag based on number of RAC rescue vans equipped with 3.5kw+ Electric car charging capability as at February 2023.

Breakdown cover arranged and administered by RAC Financial Services Limited (Registered No 05171817) and provided by RAC Motoring Services (Registered No 01424399) and/or RAC Insurance Ltd (Registered No 2355834). Registered in England and Wales at RAC House, Brockhurst Crescent, Walsall WS5 4AW. RAC Motoring Services and RAC Financial Services Limited are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. RAC Insurance Ltd is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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